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SCANNERS

BYTE accept scans from all major intraoral scanners.
The main scanners that BYTE work with are iTero,
3Shape's TRIOS, and now the TRIOS Colour! The
TRIOS Colour ensures a perfect colour match. Working
with intraoral scanners means that with the
BYTE lab you will experience a smooth workflow
with a model-less system.

SCANNER HIRE SERVICE
Looking to go digital without having to
buy an intraoral scanner?
BYTE offers a wide range of packages to
clients
looking to step into the digital workflow without the
need for large upfront investment. We also offer full
training and more importantly, ongoing support
technical support and back up over and above that
offered by the main suppliers. With BYTE Membership,
you will get free software and hardware upgrades,
with no subscription fees!

TEAM PROFILE:
ANDREW LENDEN LAB MANAGER AND
TECHNICIAN
Andrew joined the team here at BYTE
as our Lab Manager in May 2018.
Andrew's first job in the dental world
was in the Wirral as an apprentice
dental technician aged 16, where
he enjoyed the fusion between
the
creative and
engineering
aspects of the work. He has since
worked in laboratories across the
North West of England and North
Wales, and since the mid 1990s
he has focused on implant work.
Andrew was keen to work for BYTE
as he liked our forward thinking,
digitally focused approach. He also
liked the small lab team, committed
to
producing beautiful, quality,
cost effective restorations, using
both
traditional and
digital
techniques.
BYTE is the best
solution for your patients!

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT FULL FORM MODEL-LESS
CROWNS FROM INTRAORAL
SCANS
BYTE have been producing

full

form crowns from intraoral scans
for 3 years

now, meaning

we

have invaluable experience in this
area. Taken from intraoral scans,
the crowns are then designed on
3Shape and Exocad software. BYTE
focus on toothborne and implant
work. The digital workflow means
that transportation is simpler and
halved in cost versus using rubber
impressions. BYTE offer full form
crowns in the following materials:
Emax; translucent Zirconia; full gold;
full non precious; resin materials.
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